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Question	1:

Did Swapna get a fair price on the cotton?

Answer:

No, Swapna did not get a fair price on the cotton because local trader paid her low price.

Question	2:

Why did the trader pay Swapna a low price?

Answer:

The trader had lent Swapna money at the beginning of the cropping season on a condition that she
would sell all her cotton to him. Thus, Swapna was in his grip. The trader took advantage of this
situation and paid her a low price.

Question3:

Where do you think large farmers would sell their cotton? How is their situation different from
Swapna?

Answer:

Large farmers would sell their cotton in the market. Their situation is different from Swapna. Unlike
Swapna, They grew cotton on their own and therefore they are free sell them anywhere they wish

Question	4:

What are the following people doing at the Erode cloth market – merchants weavers, exporters?

Answer:

Merchants:

They supply cloth on order to garment manufacturers and exporters around the country. They
purchase the yam and give instructions to the weavers about the kind of cloth that is to be made

Weavers:

They make cloth and bring this to the Erode cloth market for sale. They also make cloth on order
from the merchant

Exporters:
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They use the cloth to make shirts to export them to foreign buyers

Question	5:

In what ways are weavers dependent on cloth merchants?

Answer:

Weavers are dependent on cloth merchants both for raw materials and markets.

Question6

If the ways are were to by yam on their own and sell cloth, they would probably earn three times
more. Do you think this is possible? How? Discuss

Answer:

In such a situation the weavers would de�initely earn more. They would buy yam at the lowest
possible price and would sell cloth at the highest possible price. They would select the market of
their choice for better price

Question	7:

You might have heard of cooperatives in your area. It could be in milk, provisions, paddy, etc. Find
out for whose bene�it they were set up?

Answer:

They were set up for the bene�it of those who were in want of capital.


